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tep right up and learn all
about the lively participants
in the Amphibian Acrobat show!

You’ll marvel at the astounding
agility of “The Olympic Jumpers”
(tricky midair somersaulters called
Fiji tree frogs), and you’ll be awed by
the incredible stamina of the intrepid
“Marathoners” (long-distance walkers
called small-mouthed salamanders).
Plus, you may be surprised by the
antics of the amphibians called
caecilians. What a spectacle!
A science glossary, notes on poetry
forms, and resources for information
about these extraordinary animals are
included at the back of the book.
Witty drawings by Robert
Meganck add another layer of
fun to this humorous and
informative exhibition
starring some of
the world’s most
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salamanders, and
caecilians.
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Amphibian Acrobats
We’re amphibians! We breathe through our skin,
We drink the same way: we soak water in,
Through skin that is moist-ily marvelous thin—
Come see our amazing show!
Caecilians, salamanders, toads, and frogs,
In leaf litter, treetops, and snugged under logs,
In deserts and forests and swampy wet bogs—
All excellent spots for our show!
We march, burrow, hop, we climb rainforest trees,
We leap, using leaves like a flying trapeze,
We chill to amphib-sicles—
amphib-sicles—some of us freeze!
Come see our astonishing show!
We’re shape shifters, starting the moment we hatch,
(In water or out) from our jelly-egg batch,
Some can drop tails then regrow them from scratch—
All part of our marvelous show!
We gulp little critters—
critters—whap-snap—with no fuss,
We keep pests in check on our Earth—
Earth—that’s a plus,
But when we’re still tadpoles or eggs, pests eat us—
(Our least favorite act in the show).

So strap on your headlamp to have the best view,
We’re here in the spotlight, come see what we do.
Step right up…
turn the page…
let us dazzle you through…
Our Amphibian Acrobat show!

Amazing Amphibians
Amphibians—frogs, salamanders, and caecilians (seh-SIH-lee-enz)—are a group of animals
with backbones (vertebrates) found on every continent except Antarctica. They are
ectothermic (EK-toe-THUR-mik), which means their bodies are warmed and cooled by their
surroundings. Most amphibians hatch from soft, jelly-coated eggs into larvae (young forms)
that grow and change into adults in the process called metamorphosis (met-uh-MOR-fuh-sis).
Amphibians do most of their breathing and take in nearly all of the water they need through
their thin skin. But skin that’s thin enough for water to pass in also allows water to evaporate
out. This is why many amphibians live in or near water for at least part of their life cycle.
All adult amphibians are carnivores that gobble many kinds of prey, including flying,
aquatic (water-living), and leaf litter critters. But some tasty prey (such as dragonflies and
damselflies) begin their lives as aquatic predators that happily munch tadpoles
and salamander larvae, circling this food web around into a food loop.
Ready to meet these showstoppers? Step right up!

Frogs leap, hop, and even glide. All frogs
(including the family of frogs we call
toads) go through BIG changes as they
metamorphose from wriggling tadpoles to
jumping adults.
Salamanders hatch as larvae with three
pairs of plumelike gills outside their
bodies. Most species lose their gills and
develop into four-legged, walking adults.
Caecilians burrow their legless, wormshaped bodies into soil and leaf litter.
Some are completely aquatic. Many
caecilian moms give birth to live young
instead of laying eggs.
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The Olympic Jumpers
Some Fiji frogs—gold with brown traces,
are leaping, escape-artist aces.
With a twist in midair,
they land backwards and hop
where no frog-hungry snake ever faces.

Fiji Tree Frog
Frogs are built for JUMPING! Their long-boned back legs help them leap away
from predators such as snakes, birds, lizards, and small mammals. Takeoff is
powered by strong hind-leg muscles that launch their short bodies up with no
tail to weigh them down. Swimming frogs use those big muscles to kick away
from hungry salamanders, waterbirds, and fish. Frogs have all kinds of athletic,
action-packed strategies to keep from becoming froggy snacks.
The nocturnal (active at night) Fiji tree frog (Cornufer vitiensis), found only
on the South Pacific islands of Fiji, escapes from danger with a surprise aerial
twist. Instead of a straight-up leap, this fancy jumper swivels in midair. When it
lands, the Fiji tree frog is facing sideways or backwards. Then it hops off in an
unexpected direction, befuddling its still-hungry predator: Hah! Missed me!
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The Skydiver
This tree frog’s feet are flappy, yes they are.
They’re webbed with skin that’s inky black, like tar,
Like night sky with a yellow, frog-toe star.
This largish frog with bright white, bulgy eyes,
Flees any treetop perch where danger lies,
By paragliding with its feet—it ﬂies!

Wallace’s Flying Frog
Wallace’s flying frog (Rhacophorus nigropalmatus) uses its sticky
toe pads to hold tight to trees high in the rainforests of Southeast
Asia, Malaysia, and Indonesia. This excellent climber also has another
super-acrobat trick.
With a leap, this nocturnal tree frog splays long, spindly legs and
catches air using the black webbing between its yellow fingers and
toes. As its legs spread horizontally, this webbing plus skin flaps on
the frog’s sides help to slow and steer its forward glide. When the
flying frog reaches its next leaf or branch, big toe pads on its flappy,
floppy feet help stick its landing.
These big, but hard-to-spot, frogs stays in the trees until a sudden
downpour signals Wallace’s flying frogs to descend to ground level
and seek a mate. Mating pairs protect their fertilized eggs with a
frothy bubble nest stuck to leaves or branches above a rain pool or
large animal wallow. When tadpoles hatch, they’ll squirm out and
drop in for a swim—plink, plink, plink!
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